Grüezi Shanghai
Newsletter of the Consulate General of Switzerland in Shanghai
June 2012

Word from the Consul General
Dear Swiss Friends, dear Friends of Switzerland,
It is with great pleasure that this Consulate General awaits the forthcoming visit
of Swiss Federal Councillor Schneider-Ammann to China. Our minister of
economy will be accompanied by a high-level business delegation and will also
th
th
visit Shanghai on the 12 and 13 of July 2012. It will be possible to meet him
at an event organised by SwissCham Shanghai in the evening of Thursday the
12th. The purpose of this official visit to China is to further promote bilateral
economic relations, which happily continue on an ascending path. Trade and
investment keep growing significantly - there are Swiss company openings in
the Yangtse Delta Region every week - and tourism continues its steep upward
trend with 38% more visa issued by this Consulate General during the first 5
months of the year; we expect, though, that the growth rate of Chinese visitors
to Switzerland will diminish in the coming months.
Given the challenges Switzerland faces in Europe and other parts of the world,
the dynamism in its relations with China is very good and welcome news. It
contributes to a Swiss economic outlook which is above average compared with
that of our European friends – let us hope and see to it that reality exceeds
expectations!

Yours sincerely,
Heinrich Schellenberg
Consul General

Consul General Heinrich Schellenberg
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Your article in the next Grüezi Shanghai!
You are welcome to propose events, news or information, that are of interest
and relevance to the Swiss community, for the next Grüezi Shanghai.
Please contact us at sha.vertretung@eda.admin.ch.
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Facts & Figures of our Consular District
Update June 2012
This Consulate General is responsible for the Swiss living in the provinces of
Anhui, Jiangsu, Zhejiang and the municipality of Shanghai. The Swiss
community is growing steadily and we will probably reach over 1000 Swiss
citizens registered at our Consulate by the end of this year.
Swiss living in our Consular district*
Adults
Children under 18 years old

992
681
311

100%
69%
31%

Swiss living in our Consular provinces*
Shanghai
Jiangsu
Zhejiang
Anhui

874
89
26
3

88%
9%
2.6%
0.3%

Languages*
German
French
Italian
English

registered Swiss citizens only

60%
26%
2%
12%

Swiss visa issued at our Consulate
2011
until May 2012
average increase from 2011 to May 2012
Swiss living in the Consular districts in the P.R. China**
Hong Kong & Macao
Shanghai
Beijing
Guangzhou

*June 2012,

27’055
11’087
38%
3646
1819
910
722
195

100%
50%
25%
20%
5%

** 2011, registered Swiss citizens only
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Our Consulate General
Visa Section
In our last edition, we started off the series “Our Consulate General” by
reviewing our economic section. In this issue, we would like to continue this
series by introducing our visa section.
The visa section is the biggest and one of the busiest sections in our consulate,
dealing with all kinds of different questions and tasks concerning visas.
Somebody wanting to apply for a visa will first need to schedule an appointment
online. On the day of the appointment, they will then encounter Liu Li (Peggy),
Hu Yiwen (Evelyn), Feng Xia (Wendy) or Zhang Xi (Chris), who in the morning
take turns at servicing our three counters and accepting visa applications,
checking them for completeness, interviewing applicants, and answering
questions. In the afternoon, when the counters are closed, they are all busy
processing visa applications and providing services over the phone.

For more information regarding our
Visa Section please refer to the
Team of the Visa Section at the Consulate General (missing on the picture:
Mr Elmar Meyer, Mrs Grisel Sandoval Schellenberg and Mrs Christine Ammann)

following website:
Visa section
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Apart from those working “on the front line”, there are also quite a few people
working behind the scenes:
There is for example Beatrix Hagmann (Consul, Head of Visa section) and
Elmar Meyer (Vice-Consul, deputy Head of Visa section). When the visa
section is busy (and it always is), so are they, coming up with new ideas on how
to best shoulder the ever increasing number of visa applications, ensuring that
everything runs as smoothly as possible, keeping in touch with their colleagues
at other visa sections, dealing with extraordinary cases, to name just some of
their tasks.
With Daniel Berset, (Attaché, Visa section) we have something like our very
own Swiss version of Sherlock Holmes at the consulate: Just like Sherlock, he
uses his rich experience, his intuition and his wits to do his job, but unlike
Sherlock, he checks passports, visas, visa applications and related documents
for forgeries.
Last but most certainly not least are our “helpers in need” – our Visa Officers
Grisel Sandoval Schellenberg, Michael Vogel and Christine Ammann, who
came to our rescue at a time when the visa section was literally flooded with
applications and therefore struggling to process them in a timely fashion.
With the number of visa applications steadily increasing, our visa section will
most likely remain the biggest section in our consulate.

by Anna Marti
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Our new employees at the Consulate
Mrs Christine Ammann, Visa Officer
Mrs Christine Ammann was born in Zürich and grew up in Geneva and Berne.
Since 1992 she lived in the small and quiet village of Stettlen near Bern. She joined
the Federal Office for Migration 4 years ago and has qualified this year as a Visa
officer. Mrs Ammann has three boys and a bobtail dog that are waiting for her to
come back from Shanghai after her 5 month posting, supporting our visa section in
need. In her spare time she enyojs scuba diving and oriental dance. She loves
travelling and exploring interersting countries with facinating cultures. She had the
chance to travel in the US, Brazil, Philippines, Vietnam and Cambodia. In
Switzerland she often goes walking in the forest with her dog as she has a passion
for nature in summer as well as in winter time.
Mrs Christine Ammann supports our Visa section as a Visa officer until end of
October 2012.

Mrs Stefanie Gysel, Consular Trainee
Mrs Stefanie Gysel joined the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA) in
2012 after living and working in Peru and Spain for the past 5 years. Shanghai is
her first ever destination in Asia and she looks forward to explore China and Asia
in the near future. In her spare time Mrs Gysel enjoys travelling, going out and
meeting friends, and is interested in everything related to food. She also enjoys
reading a good book and is a passionate salsa dancer. She fluently speaks
German, French, English and Spanish.
Mrs Stefanie Gysel started her 1-year-training as a Consular Trainee in June 2012
and will be working in various sections at our Consulate.
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Organization of the Swiss Abroad (OSA)
What is the OSA and what does it do?
OSA is short for “Organization of the Swiss Abroad”, and is a non-governmental
organization dedicated to representing and safeguarding the interests of the Swiss
abroad, as well as strengthening the sense of togetherness within the Swiss
community and helping to maintain the ties of the Swiss abroad with Switzerland.
The activities of the OSA are based on four main pillars – informing, linking,
lobbying and advising.
The probably most well-known “product” of the OSA amongst the Swiss abroad is
the magazine “Swiss Review”: 408’000 copies in either English, French, German,
Italian or Spanish, are distributed twice a year amongst the enrolled Swiss abroad.
The Swiss Review, which is also available as an online resource at www.revue.ch,
aims to keep the Swiss abroad informed about events and developments in
Switzerland.
With regards to both safeguarding as well as the establishing of links between
Switzerland and the Swiss abroad, as well as the Swiss abroad amongst
themselves, the online platform www.swisscommunity.org plays a very important
role: apart from current news from and about Switzerland, listings of all Swiss Clubs
and announcements of OSA-events, it also contains an online community platform
which facilitates discussions as well as the exchange of news.
The third pillar of OSA’s activities is “lobbying” – representing and safeguarding the
interests of the 10% of the Swiss population living abroad. The Council of the Swiss
living Abroad (CSA) is the highest organ of the OSA, with its main task being to
safeguard the interests of the Swiss communities abroad in Switzerland. Through
the “Swiss abroad” Parliamentary Group, the CSA has a strong link to the Federal
parliament helping it with its work: the introduction of postal voting for the Swiss
abroad for example is the result of CSA’s efforts, and it is now campaigning for the
introduction of electronic voting for all Swiss abroad.

For further information please refer
to the following websites:
www.aso.ch

Regarding all matters concerning emigration from and remigration to Switzerland,
OSA offers free advice to Swiss citizens, for example concerning military service,
health insurance, education etc.

www.swisscommunity.org

by Anna Marti
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Culture
Art on Ice May 26 and 27, 2012
"Art On Ice," the popular ice-skating and music performance, came to Shanghai's
Mercedes-Benz Arena once again on May 26 and 27, 2012, after its success last
year with Lang Lang leading the musical cast.
Staged by Infront China, Art on Ice, which was established in 1995 in Switzerland,
is a figure-skating show based on the compelling theme of figure skaters
performing to live music. Art on Ice uses different styles of music - classical, crossover, pop and etc. Like last year, China's top pair Pang Qing and Tong Jian led the
line-up. During the show in 2011, Tong proposed to Pang. Pang and Tong
performed with pop star Li Yuchun (also known as Chris Lee) in a romantic routine
featuring Lee's song “Moon on the Sea.”
The show also boasts several world
figure skating singles champions,
including Stephane Lambiel of
Switzerland (who, however, had to
cancel his trip to Shanghai in the last
minute due to an eye disease) and
Japan's Daisuke Takahashi and Miki
Ando.
European
ice
dancing
champions Nathalie Pechalat and
Fabian Bourzat of France also took
part in the show.

From a figure skating rink in Küsnacht to the Mercedes Benz Arena in Shanghai,
Art on Ice has come a long way since 1995. The pipe dream has turned into a
recognized brand and a global event. Today, the most successful figure skating
gala production in the world plays to 70,000 spectators a year in Switzerland – and
in China it had 26 million fans glued to their TV sets. One reason for its success is
that the basic concept can be varied. No matter whether a soul diva or a tenor is
singing, the choreography of Art on Ice remains a colourful interplay of top athletes
and music greats. Year after year Art on Ice is able to surprise fans, thanks also in
part to innovations in stagecraft and lighting engineering.

For

further

information

regarding

upcoming events please refer to the
following website:
Cultural Section
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June 23, 2012, Piano recital by Louis Schwizgebel-Wang
Switzerland was once again represented on Shanghai’s art scene in June with a
piano recital by Louis Schwizgebel-Wang, a young Swiss pianist, at the Oriental
Arts Center on June 23, 2012
Born in 1987 to a Chinese mother and a Swiss father working in the visual arts,
and grandson of a famous Chinese painter, Louis Schwizgebel-Wang began
studying piano at the age of six with Franz Josefovski. Three years later, he was
admitted to the superior level of the Lausanne Conservatory in Brigitte Meyer’s
class. At the age of fifteen, he graduated with honours as a soloist. He is currently
pursuing his studies at the Universität der Künste in Berlin with Pascal Devoyon,
with whom he had taken advanced classes at the Geneva Conservatory already.

Pianist Louis Schwizgebel-Wang

Louis Schwizgebel-Wang gave his first concerts when he was just nine. Ever since,
he has repeatedly performed on the most prestigious international stages and also
played for radio and television.
In 2005 he won the Second Prize in the Geneva Music Competition (no First Prize
being attributed that year), as well as the Coup de Coeur Breguet Prize and the
Prize awarded by the Public. In January 2007, he won the First Prize in the Young
Concert Artists Audition in New York as well as eight special prizes, which opened
the doors to the finest North American concert halls and orchestras. He gave
recitals in Washington’s Kennedy Center and New York’s Carnegie Hall and
received excellent critics from the Washington Post and the New York Times.

June 27, 2012, piano-movie show
Apart from traditional performances in the concert hall, Louis Schwizgebel-Wang
together with his father Georges Schwizgebel, who is among the biggest names in
the contemporary animation, gave a unique piano-movie show at Minsheng Art
Museum on June 27, 2012. Louis played several classical pieces of Swiss
composer Heinz Holliger, Ravel, Schubert, Chopin and Liszt while his father’s
prize-winning art-house animation films were displayed in between. This perfect
combination of music and visual arts was to the biggest pleasure of the public.
.

For further information regarding Louis
Schwizgebel-Wang, please refer to the
following website:
www.louisschwizgebel.com
by Heidi Zhang
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Swiss Business Hub
Biolife/Hochdorf Natripure Product Launch in Dalian
The official kick-off for the product launch for northeastern China of this
successful Swiss infant milk powder took place in the Shangri-La Hotel in
Dalian on Thursday, May 17. The successful cooperation between Swiss
milk producer Hochdorf and Biolife, a New Zealand based dairy company
with a strong footing in China, has been in place since the Shanghai Expo
2010. Currently the product Swiss Natrupure is mainly being distributed in
southern China. Besides the official high rank representatives of both Biolife
and Hochdorf there were over 150 invited guests from the media, health
officials, industry associations, as well as distributors and every day
customers. The Swiss Business Hub actively supported this event by
delivering a speech and showing the crowd the advantages Swiss products
have to offer in regard to quality and food safety. The successful event was
rounded off with a festive banquet dinner for all event attendants.

Mr Kilian Widmer, Head of Swiss
Business Hub Shanghai

From left to right: Asia Regional Director of HD Group, Ms. Koch Edith, Mr. Kilian Widmer,
Business Director of Biolife, Mr. David Swaffield, China Child Care Expert with the State
Council special allowance, Professor Zheng Huilian, General Manager of Biolife China, Mr
Hunter Lu, and other team members of Biolife China
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Biolife/Hochdorf Natripure Product Launch Dalian

Swiss Biotech Association event
On the occasion of the visit of the Swiss Biotech Association, the Longemont
Hotel in Shanghai was on Tuesday, May 22 the site of a Dinner Reception
organized by the Swiss Business Hub along with swissnex China, and kindly
hosted by Consul General Heinrich Schellenberg. Shanghai was the second
stop of a one-week fact finding trip in China. The trip that started in
Guangzhou, headed up north to Shanghai and Suzhou, and ended in
Beijing. A total of 10 Swiss SMEs from the Biotech sector participated in this
fact finding trip and were all present for the reception in the Longemont.
Among the 45 attendees were also officials of the Shanghai Biotech
association as well as several of their local member companies. The good
mix between Swiss and Chinese parties allowed for an open exchange of
views and opinions as well as an exploration of further cooperation
possibilities between members from both sides. While the Swiss are looking
into the constantly growing and changing Chinese pharmacy market, the
Chinese side also seems equally interested in expanding their operations
into overseas markets.

For further information please refer to
the following websites:
Swiss Business Hub China
http://www.osec.ch/de/panels/China
Contact
bei.sbhchina@eda.admin.ch
OSEC

Business

Network

Switzerland
http://www.osec.ch/de/panels/China
OSEC Pool of Experts
www.poolofexperts.ch
Inward

investment

promotion

www.invest-in-switzerland.cn
Contact:
bei.swissinvest@eda.admin.ch
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swissnex China
Presentation of the book Wirtschaftswunder Schweiz (The
Swiss Economic Miracle)
swissnex China had the pleasure to receive Mr. R. James Breiding, co-author of
the book Wirtschaftswunder Schweiz, at its premises end of May 2012. The latter
traces Switzerland's path to wealth by documenting the exciting and often turbulent
developments of key companies and sectors. During his presentation the co-author
gave a short overview about the content of the book. He placed a special emphasis
on the Swiss capacity of innovation and adaptation. Furthermore, his various
examples from the watch industry to the orthopedic industry or the Swiss made
hearing aids gave a good insight of how the Swiss economy is changing and
adapting constantly to new technologies and trends. Another important aspect he
underlined was the egalitarian attitude and culture of the Swiss and the reasons,
which lead to the latter.

R.

James

Breiding

giving

his

presentation about his book at the
swissnex China office
Upcoming BBQ Lectures
Switzerland Wonderland?!

swissnex China BBQ Lecture Series
Switzerland Wonderland?!
On May 31, 2012, R. James Breiding held a speech on punctuality at the first BBQ
lecture series at the Minsheng Art Museum, which is a cooperation between
swissnex China, Minsheng Art Museum and Pro Helvetia. The topic of this year’s
BBQ lecture series is “Switzerland Wonderland?!”, discussing “Swiss Time”,
“Nature”, “Arts”, “Philanthropy” “Wealth” and “Innovation”.
While Mr. Breiding focused on how the Swiss came to their attitudes on punctuality
and precision, Professor Tina Zhou from the Research College of Luxury Goods
and Services from the University of International Business and Economics in
Beijing talked about Swiss watches in China. After an interesting Q&A session, the
organizers and partners invited the audience for further discussions on the topic
while having the barbecue.

Venue: Minsheng Art Museum
26.07.2012
Topic: Arts
30.08.2012
Topic: Philantrophy
27.09.2012
Topic: Wealth
25.08.2012
Topic: Innovation

For further information please refer to
the following website:
www.swissnexchina.org
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The public took advantage of the Q&A opportunity after the lecture

The barbecue after the lecture
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Pro Helvetia
supported by

Design Prize Switzerland 2011
The Design Preis Schweiz 2011 (Design Prize Switzerland 2011) marked the
eleventh edition of the bi-annual competition honouring and encouraging a
selection of the very best products, projects and concepts of contemporary
Swiss design. The internationally touring Design Prize Switzerland exhibition
showcases all prize-winning and nominated works that will be on display at
the V Art Centre in cooperation with Shanghai Institute of Visual Arts, further
fostering the exchange and network between the Chinese and Swiss design
scene based on the successful exhibitions in 2009. Several of the designers
will also be present.

X

Design Prize Switzerland 2011
15.08. -31.08.2012
Venue:
Space 1, V Art Centre, Shanghai
13.09. -16.09.2012

Initiated in 1991 by the Design Center Langenthal, the Design Prize
Switzerland is being held for the eleventh time this year. The stated aim is to
recognize Swiss design and present this to an international audience.

Venue: Design Beijing

In 2009 and 2010, after starting at the Depot for Design in Langenthal, the
nominated and award-winning works of Design Preis Schweiz 2009 were
shown in prestigious institutions in Strasbourg, Geneva, Winterthur, Berlin,
Shanghai, Chicago, Washington, Oslo, Tokyo, Miami, Beijing, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Vancouver, Milan and finally in Switzerland again in La
Neuveville.
Firun – Swiss Premium Sled

The nominations in 2011 included 6 projects in the Communication sector, 3
in Furniture, 7 in the Product class, 5 in Textiles, 6 in Interior, 3 in Fashion
and 4 projects are interdisciplinary. In terms of the prize categories the ratio
came out as follows: 9 nominations in the Newcomer class, 20 in Market and
5 in Research.
Tip ton chairs

For further information please refer to
the following website:
con.temporary furniture

www.prohelvetia.cn
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SwissCham Shanghai
“The Bridge” – Switzerland’s Leading Business Journal in
China - Latest top stories

Uli Sigg: “Fascinated by China’s Spiritual Culture”
China is using a new tool to boost its influence abroad: soft power. How does it
affect the way the world views China and what values has China on offer to the
world? The Bridge talked to art collector and former Swiss Ambassador to China,
Uli Sigg, who some also refer to as "Ambassador of Chinese contemporary art".

Mr Uli Sigg, art collector and former
Swiss Ambassador to China

Read the full story: www.swisscham.org/sha/pdf/Bridge Sigg.pdf
Flour Power with Dieter Voegtli: “Come on, Make a Mistake”
Dieter Voegtli, SwissCham Shanghai’s “CEO of the Year”, wants to allow a culture
of trial and error. The China CEO is responsible for more than 2600 employees of
Buehler, a 152 year old Swiss process solution company which transforms raw
materials into finished products.
Read the full story: www.swisscham.org/sha/pdf/Bridge Voegtli.pdf
Sponsorship opportunities:
SwissCham China new website sponsorship: Be a part of this new platform!
For inquiries, commentaries, inputs regarding the Bridge magazine please contact
Mr. Fabian Gull: f.gull@sha.swisscham.org
Mr Dieter Voegtli, SwissCham
Shanghai “CEO of the Year”
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Preview - Nestle in China: Localized to the Limit
The company, or more so, many of its
products are world famous. Nestle, the
world’s biggest food company, provides food
solutions for every stage of life - from baby
food to clinical nutrition. The Bridge talked to
Roland Decorvet, who is heading Nestle’s
China operations. Internally, Decorvet is
simply referred to as “Chairman D” by his
47’000 employees in China.

Upcoming Events

To understand Nestle, one has to understand
three things about Switzerland, the son of a
Swiss farmer says. “Switzerland is a
decentralized country, we strongly believe in a
consensus, and going through the ranks for
example in the Swiss army, is part of our culture”,
says the former Corporal of the Swiss army.

Event Pipeline

In China, the Swiss food giant is taking localization to new heights. Whereas most
Swiss food companies in China are emphasizing and trying to capitalize on their
“swissness”, Nestle takes a different route. Despite the advantage of having a
globally known and well trusted corporate brand, Nestle wants to keep developing
local Chinese brands that it has acquired. Often, it does so without even putting the
Nestle logo on its products. Today, already 60% of the company’s China sales
come from such joint ventures. Nestle is keen to meet the local Chinese taste, as
food is most obviously different in China. The solution is food products tailor made
for Chinese palates.

12.07.2012
Event with Federal Councillor Mr
Johann Schneider-Ammann
28.07.2012
Swiss Club Shanghai National Day
Party

Women networking Event
IT Event
Supply Chain Event
Event with Sulzer’s Chairman
Event with Roche’s CEO
Upcoming Trainings
26. & 27.06.2012 & 05.07.2012
Executive Assistant
12 & 13.07.2012
Project – Cost Controlling

Decorvet is highly confident for this year, as their business is not export dependent
or affected by the appreciating Yuan. Almost 100% of what Nestle produces is
domestic demand driven. Also, the mega trend of urbanization in China is going in
Nestle’s favor, as city dwellers are much less self-sufficient in terms of food supply.
Plus, the increasing purchasing power of lower income classes goes hand in hand
with a higher quality food demand.
Why does “Chairman D” expect the next five years to be “golden years”?

For further information please refer to
the following website:

Find out and read the full interview in the July issue of The Bridge!

http://www.swisscham.org/sha/
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Swiss Club Shanghai
Swiss Club General Assembly May 18, 2012
President of the day: Consul General Heinrich Schellenberg
The Committee of the Swiss Club Shanghai would like to express its special
thanks to Ariuscha Davatz (outgoing Committee member) and René Seiler
(outgoing Consulate representative) for their outstanding contributions to the
Club and warmly welcome its new Committee member Milena Reutlinger.
Swiss Club Committee 2012/2013
Patrick Scheibli, President, re-elected
Ruedi Steffen, Vice-President, re-elected
Roger Umberg, Secretary, re-elected
Milena Reutlinger, Treasurer, new
Fabian Gull, re-elected
Gloria Schmidt, re-elected
Robert Hartmann, re-elected
Other functions
Consulate Representative: tba
Webmaster: Marco Daescher
Auditors: Daniel Stueber / Kaspar Probst
ASO Delegate North Asia: Jan Forelli
Honorary Presidents: Christian Guertler / Jan Forelli

Join the Swiss Club Shanghai!
For further information please refer to
Group picture from the June

the following website:

Bike Tour to Hengsha Island

www.swissclubshanghai.org
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Delegation Visits, Cultural Events, Company Openings

Visit from Switzerland Tourism

Visit to Zhenjiang

Opening Ceremony new factory of AFG,
Changsha

Deputy Director General of Water Resources

Opera Evening at the Residence with Swiss- Hungarian Soprano Mrs Barbara Meszaros

Bureau in Jiangsu and Mr Schellenberg at the
SwissCham water event in Nanjing

Delegation visit State Secretary Mrs MarieGabrielle Ineichen-Fleisch

Dinner with Swiss Business Representatives
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Mrs Anna Marti (in a Heidi-costume) at the booth of Switzerland Tourism at the World Travel Fair
(WTF) in Shanghai

Opening Ceremony Feintool, Taicang

Mr Schellenberg at ITMA ASIA + CITME 2012
(with 31 Swiss exhibitors!!)

Opening Ceremony Oerlikon, Shanghai

Opening Ceremony Jakob Müller, Suzhou
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Births
Congratulations to the proud parents!

Norah Yang HERENSPERGER
was born on the 26th of August 2011 in Shanghai.

The happy parents are Juan YANG and David HERENSPERGER.

Cédric WEI
was born on the 27th of November 2011.
The happy parents are Claire MILNER and De Yi WEI.

Angelina Isabella MORF
was born on the 8th of March 2012 in Shanghai.
The happy parents are Jing PAN MORF and Andreas MORF.
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Tessa LY
was born on the 28th of March 2012 in Shanghai.
The happy parents are Lynn GATELY and Hao LY.

Ruixi ROTHEN OU
was born on the 6th of May 2012 in Shanghai.

The happy parents are Ya OU and Patrick ROTHEN.

Leonard Rafael SCHENK
was born on the 21st of May 2012 in Changzhou.

The happy parents are Sara and Bruno SCHENK.
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Your article in the next Grüezi Shanghai!
You are welcome to propose events, news or information, that are of
interest and relevance to the Swiss community, for the next Grüezi
Shanghai.

Contact
Consulate General of Switzerland
22F, Bldg. A, Far East Intl. Plaza
Shanghai 200051
P.R. China
Phone
Fax

0086 21 6270 0519
0086 21 6270 0522

E-Mail

sha.vertretung@eda.admin.ch

Internet

www.eda.admin.ch/shanghai

Partners
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